
Year 11 PSHE-Term 2 

Study Skills- Managing your time and studies 
(Nov-Dec 2018) 

In these units, pupils will learn how to improve their study skills, especially when revising for their mock exams in term 3, followed by their 

G.C.S.E’S. 

Completion time: 8 weeks 

Objectives Teaching activities Expected outcomes/Skills Resources 

Pupils should learn to  Pupils should be able to Your Life 4 

� Improve study skills, 

especially when revising 

for exams 

� Discussion: Ask students to 
discuss their feelings and 

approaches to revision. Do they 
have any mental or practical 

strategies to help them? 

� Improve study skills Your Life 5 

 � Read the article ‘Planning ahead’   

 (page 48) and discuss each other’s 

study planners in the light of the 

advice given. 

  

 � Pairs or small groups read the 

article ‘Learn actively’ and discuss 

the questions suggested. 

  

 � Copymaster 22   

Pupils should learn 
 

Pupils should be able to 
 

� To explore startegies � Read ‘Beat pre-exam stress’ and � Think of strategies to use  

when preparing for and share any other stress-busting when preparing for and  

taking exams techniques that they may have. taking exams.  



 
 � Pairs read and discuss the articles 

‘Exams –your strategy for success’ 

and ‘Exam survival’. They should 

draw up a list of the six most 

useful pieces of advice from both 

the articles and share their lists in a 

whole class discussion. 

� Ask students to write an answer to 

  

 Gus (page 51)   

University of Gloucestershire 

Outreach Team to deliver 

 

� Effective Note-

Taking Seminars 

(30/10/2018) 

� Pitching and 

presenting Skills 

Seminar 

(27/11/2018) 

� Time Management  

Skills Workshop 

(04/12/2018) 

 

 

Pupils master the art of: Jotting in 

lessons, collating information 

from resources and summarising 

points for revision 

 

Pupils question their priorities and question 

their current time management skills. 

 

 

 

Pupils should be able to reflect on their 

current note-taking strategy and 

revision techniques.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pupils challenge their ability to 

balance their working and social life. 

 

 

 

 

 



 


